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              SKG E3 Pro Eye Massager with Vision Window
              
              $69.99 USD
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 Discount code:  
 E3PRO
 Copy



 Save an extra 20% when you apply the coupon above.




    




    
    
      
            Sale price$69.99 USD
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                      Vision Windows Design, for Safety and Balancing
                    
Our eye massager features vision mesh and easy one-button operation, allowing you to enjoy entertainment, eat, and maintain safety and balance while relaxing your eyes. The adjustable head strap ensures a comfortable fit for teenagers and adults. With a 20% weight reduction, it's portable for use in the office, on airplanes, or during travel.
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                      Comfortable Heating Massage
                    
Experience soothing warmth with SKG eye massager's gentle heated pads (104-107°F). Effectively reduce strain, puffiness, dryness, and dark circles. The heat promotes better absorption of creams and enhances skin elasticity, leaving your eyes looking radiant and rested.
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      Features
	Enhanced Relaxation and Safety: Enjoy a diverse range of activities while using our eye massager, thanks to the vision mesh and one-button operation. Maintain safety and balance while providing relaxation for your eyes. The adjustable head strap ensures a comfortable fit for different individuals.
	Revitalized Eyes and Improved Skin: The gentle heating function of our eye massager helps reduce strain, puffiness, dryness, and dark circles. The heat promotes better absorption of creams, enhancing skin elasticity and leaving your eyes looking refreshed and rejuvenated.
	Versatile Massage Modes and Immersive Experience: Choose from four massage modes that combine heat and compression to target specific eye concerns. Find relief from dry eyes, puffiness, and migraines. The built-in timer ensures optimal usage, while the option to play soothing music or connect to your phone provides an immersive and customizable experience.



Enjoy the soothing relief and convenience provided by the SKG E3 Pro Eye Massager. It's time to prioritize your well-being and indulge in a rejuvenating massage experience.
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                🎁Thoughtful Gifting Experience
              
Share the gift of relaxation with your loved ones on birthdays or special occasions. SKG eye massagers come in well-built packaging, offering a delightful unboxing experience. Rest assured, SKG is known for its highest quality products and excellent customer service.



        


    
  





  
    
      FAQ

                    How does the eye massager operate, and what are the different massage modes available?
                    

                    
                      
                        The SKG Eye Massager is designed with a simple one-button operation for ease of use. It offers four massage modes that combine heat, compression, and immersive music to provide a relaxing experience. These modes are designed to combat dry eyes, reduce puffiness, and offer relief from migraines. Each mode has its own accompanying music score, and users can also connect to a Bluetooth device to play their own music preferences.

                      

                    
                  

                    Can I still see while wearing the eye massager, and what are the safety features?
                    

                    
                      
                        Yes, the SKG Eye Massager features vision windows, which are tinted lenses that allow users to see through them while wearing the device. This allows for a safe and balanced experience while relaxing the eyes. The head strap is adjustable to fit all teenagers and adults, and the device includes a built-in timer that automatically turns off after 15 minutes of continuous use for safety.

                      

                    
                  

                    How do I charge the eye massager, and what is the charging process like?
                    

                    
                      
                        The charging port for the SKG Eye Massager is located in the hinge between the eyepieces, and it may not be immediately obvious. To charge, you need to fold the device in half to expose the charging port. The device is charged using a USB-C cable, which is included. It's important to ensure the device is properly connected and the charging port is not obstructed during the charging process.
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                We've got you covered with Free Standard Shipping, right to your doorstep, no matter where you are in the world!

You can expect your package to arrive within 3-7 business days*. So go ahead and unwind, because we'll take care of everything and ensure a worry-free delivery experience.
*Note: Orders to remote areas would take a little longer to be delivered. Please note that the delivery time depends on the address specified for the order.
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      1-Year Warranty


                
        
      
              

              
                Experience worry-free after-sales services with SKG.

We are committed to providing lifetime customer support because we'll always be there for you. Should you have any questions or concerns, don't hesitate to reach out to us at support@skg.com. Our dedicated team is ready to assist you and ensure your satisfaction.
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      Secure Payment


                
        
      
              

              
                We accept credit cards, PayPal, Klarna.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

Get a full refund when you return your undamaged products within 30 days. Once the item arrives back at the our warehouse for inspection, the refund process will begin.

See our Refund Policy for more details about what is needed for a smooth refund process.
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Free shipping
Our goal is to offer you the best shipping options


              
        
      
Secure Payment
We ensure that your payment information is processed securely.


              
        
        
      
Easy Return
Experience confidence and security with our unbeatable 30-day money-back guarantee


              
        
      
Customer service
Need to contact us? Just send us an e-mail at support@skg.com
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Keep in Touch
Support: support@skg.com
Marketing: marketing@skg.com
PR Inquiries: public@skg.com

Subscribe us to get more information
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Follow us
Join our merry band of followers for more fun than you can shake a stick at!
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